Discovery of black holes in complex networks
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Abstract. Networks are vital in today's world. Design and configuration of networks have made the special considerations necessary for its various aspects such as security, integrity, scalability and cost. Malicious nodes on the network must be identified to enhance the resistance of network. Thus, detection of malicious nodes is critical in the networks .The concepts are presented in this article such as cross talking and black holes and studied networks are under the influence of random and targeted attacks. Also some algorithms have been developed to assess the vulnerability value and networks analysis against random and targeted failures in terms of establishment and detection of black holes and measurement of cross talking value in order to analyze the complex networks by help of above mentioned implications. The proposed strategies will allow us to design the networks and to reduce the threshold to secure them for all modes of problems (targeted and random).
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, more attention has been paid to the study of complex networks. The systems include a dozen of basic components with bilateral connections. These systems are usually displayed with graph which forms individuals, graph nodes and dependencies between people such as friendship, kinship, business, common interests etc. The more complex of network, the more nodes and edges between them and they can be examined via network analysis.

A variety of complex networks ranged from random graph to networks with free scale degree distribution and small world have been reviewed and analyzed in this article. The purpose of this paper is to provide the indicators to assess the vulnerability and increase of the reliability and robustness of the networks through the development of strategies that do not require knowledge about the degree of nodes or global information in network and its structure.

Both nodes in the network may communicate with each other, if this connection is safe, so it will not be a threat to the network. But if the connection between two nodes is unsafe, the connection may be detriment to the network and even the network is compromised. We ourselves define the conception of these safe and unsafe connections for the network. If, after defining the connections, both nodes that do not have a safe connection with each other, they establish a connection with each other and influence each other, we say that both nodes interact with each other unintentionally. We call this unwanted interplay as cross talking. There are nodes in the network which are dangerous for the network. Being dangerous is meant the same unwanted effect on other network nodes; we call such nodes as black hole. The black holes themselves cause the cross talking and lead the other nodes of network to be involved and
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become a black hole. Since the black hole destroys any input agent without leaving a trace of the failure, it will try to discover the agents in the networks as quick as possible in order to save the other agents. This is possible by preventing the contact with the black holes.

Search on black holes issues has recently attracted the attention of many researchers [1-5]. Since the concept of black holes has not been investigated in the complex networks, the purpose of this paper is to examine them in the complex networks to create an incentive to conduct the new researches in this field. The location of the nodes is important in the wireless networks or Interconnection Networks, but no matter the geographic location of the nodes in the complex networks.

For example, in the case of wireless sensor networks, Chong has studied the problem in [6] from a security perspective that the nodes have been expanded in a dangerous environment and they should be able to detect the intrusion. In [7] Cerpa and Estrin stressed on the importance of the problem of detection of failure in the network. They benefited from the viewpoint of their own topology.

In [8] Kleinberg has dealt with question of recognition of a failure in a wired network. The failure has been described in the network as following: the network is divided into different groups after failure that their number depends on the disabled edges. In the article [9], Shrivastava has presented the randomized algorithms and failure to detect the disruption of network using a set of directory nodes to monitor the linear failures in the network. This work has been done on the paper [8]. Also in [10] Ritter has selected a source node and displays a message on the network. If Border nodes lose the message more than a specified number, they recognize the failure in the network through the source nodes.

The most recent detection algorithm of failure is provided by Barooah [11]. He has overcome many problems associated with previous solutions. The proposed algorithm is DSSD actually perceived as an abbreviation of Distributed Source Separation Detection. This algorithm is able to detect the failure in a distributed way. Two protocols namely ER-CD and LR-CD are provided to improve the algorithm [12]. The first is an improved detection protocol that offers the energy efficiency and more power against the attacks of disguise and impersonation. The next protocol is a detection protocol of the failure for source position where ER-CD is very heavy. This lightweight protocol ascends the position of failure detection algorithm with the power against the identity change attacks with Computations and memory low costs.

In a network, the information state of all nodes is the same at the outset and the overall network topology is determined, but the nodes do not know anything about the number and location of black holes. Thus, the detection of black holes is crucial until the other nodes of network know them in order not to establish such connection with such nodes. In this study, it has tried to attack the complex network. Number of edges in the network is destroyed due to this attack. Then 2 algorithms are used to identify the black holes in some complex networks using the cross talking rate.

According to the new criteria, it was concluded that the rate of cross talking is increased with increasing the degree of a node in the network so that the degree reaches a certain amount. But after that value, the increase in degree causes the reduced cross-talking rate. The results on the artificial graphs as well as also on the real world graph are done using MATLAB programming language.

In this paper in the second part, the various forms of cross talking and problems are described in the complex networks. In the second part, a new method is provided to detect the black hole nodes. And simulation results have been discussed in the Section three. And in the last section summary and conclusions is provided.
2. THE PROPOSED SOLUTION

Since computer networks have infiltrated in our life substantially and via the networks, we have established the connection with many people for whom that there is no data and their work and life, the security and reliability of networks is a critical issue. In this section, we try to introduce the basic concepts used in the proposed method. For example, consider a network with $N$ nodes. Each of these nodes may be problematic and passes its problem to other nodes. If the network is able to secure the nodes against each other, then we show 2secured nodes against each other by creating an edge between them.

The challenges of network monitoring are provided in the many articles [6-7]. But so far none of the solutions have been proposed and used about the complex networks. Algorithm Proposed in this paper is used for the detection of black hole nodes in the complex networks. We use the cross talking rate to obtain the cross talking in each node. We have calculated the cross talking that is created by node $u$ in the interval $(t, t+dt)$ with the Weibull distribution. It has been shown experimentally and theoretically that the Weibull distribution is a suitable approximation for the distribution of favorable lifespan probability.

2.1. Analytic evaluation of the proposed method

Burtoni (1964) has introduced some of the Weibull distribution applications. We also consider the time of cross talking created by a node as a random variable $X$ in a similar case in this project. Then its density function is as follows:

$$f_X(t) = \begin{cases} 
0, & X < 0 \\
\frac{k}{\theta^k} \left(\frac{X}{\theta}\right)^{k-1} e^{-\left(\frac{X}{\theta}\right)^k}, & X \geq 0
\end{cases}$$

(1)

In which $k>0$ is the form parameter and $\theta>0$ scale parameter.

Its cumulative distribution function is as follows:

$$F_X(t) = \begin{cases} 
0, & X < 0 \\
1 - e^{-\left(\frac{X}{\theta}\right)^k}, & X \geq 0
\end{cases}$$

(2)

So using the density function, we obtained the $u$ node cross talking rate with respect to relations (1) and (2):

$$\lambda_X(t) = \frac{f_X(t)}{1-F_X(t)} = \frac{k}{\theta^k} \left(\frac{X}{\theta}\right)^{k-1} e^{-\left(\frac{X}{\theta}\right)^k}$$

$$= \frac{k}{\theta^k} \left(\frac{X}{\theta}\right)^{k-1}$$

(3)

In the cross talking created between node $u$ and other nodes that are not connected to it, We consider the parameter $k$ as node $u$, Because the Weibull distribution density function for $k>1$ increases along with the increase of $k$ And it reaches the maximum level then it starts to decline. We consider the parameter $\theta$ as $\bar{v}$ that:

$$\bar{v} = \frac{\sum_{v \in \kappa_u} d_v}{N}$$

(4)

$\kappa_u$ is the neighbors of $u$ node within the network and $N$ as vertices of the network.

Also cross talking rate for the entire network is also obtained through total rates of cross talking of all network nodes:
\[ \Lambda^{N}_{X}(t) = \sum_{u \in N} \Lambda^{N}_{X}(t) \]  

(5)

Since the first graph is a tree, we consider the threshold value for the tree. Each tree is N-1 has an edge, so the mean degree of each vertex is equal to:

\[ \frac{2(N-1)}{N} \]  

(6)

We consider this value as the degree of each node, and locate it in the cross talking rate of each node. The number of nodes that are not connected to each network node is equal to:

\[ (N-1) \frac{2(N-1)}{N} = \frac{N^2-3N-2}{N} \]  

(7)

At formula of cross talking rate of each node we will have:

\[ K=\frac{2(N-1)}{N} \]  

(8)

And

\[ \frac{1}{\theta} = \frac{2(N-1)(N^2-3N-2)}{N^3} \]  

(9)

So we have:

\[ \lambda^{N}_{X}(x) = \frac{4(N-1)^2(N^2-3N-2)}{N^4} \left( \frac{2x(N-1)(N^2-3N-2)}{N^3} \right) \frac{N-2}{N} \]  

(10)

As a result:

\[ \Lambda^{N}_{X}(t) = \sum_{u \in N} \lambda^{N}_{X}(t) = N \frac{4(N-1)^2(N^2-3N-2)}{N^4} \left( \frac{2x(N-1)(N^2-3N-2)}{N^3} \right) \frac{N-2}{N} \]  

(11)

Then in the network, delta values will be as follows:

\[ \delta^{N}_{N} = \lambda^{N}_{X}(x) = \frac{4(N-1)^2(N^2-3N-2)}{N^4} \left( \frac{2x(N-1)(N^2-3N-2)}{N^3} \right) \frac{N-2}{N} \]  

(12)

And

\[ \Delta^{N}_{N} = \Lambda^{N}_{X}(t) = N \frac{4(N-1)^2(N^2-3N-2)}{N^4} \left( \frac{2x(N-1)(N^2-3N-2)}{N^3} \right) \frac{N-2}{N} \]  

(13)

then in each network with N node, we get to the delta values via insertion instead of N. In the end, we compare its cross talking rate with desired threshold limit for detecting a black-hole, so as we have for node u:

\[ \lambda^{N}_{X}(x) > \delta^{N}_{N} \]  

(14)

When the node u is considered a black hole. Also, if we have for the entire network:

\[ \Lambda^{N}_{X}(t) > \Delta^{N}_{N} \]  

(15)

Then the network N will be at risk.

2.2. Description of the proposed method

Firstly the intended network is considered a graph as an input (algorithm 1, line 1), Then we get its corresponding adjacency matrix. We consider a person as the master node that is the network administrator. Then, the whole network is divided into equal clusters by the master node.
Algorithm 1. Clustering and electing leader

Input: $G(V, E), N, x, C$  // network with edges and vertex.
Input: $C, N, t$  // $C$: number of clusters, $N$: number of nodes, $t$: time.
Output: $AN = [an_a], MN = [mn_m]$  // $AN$: set of alone nodes, $MN$: set of malicious node.

01: Divide network into $C$ clusters.
02: Repeat
03: Send Question MSG about nodes in cluster to all.
04: Run Answer () as per nodes in cluster.
05: For all nodes in each cluster:
06: $EL(i) \leftarrow \text{No MSG} +$.
07: End For
08: Elect node with max $EL(i)$ as a leader.
09: $\delta = \frac{4(N-1)^2(N^2-3N-2)}{2t(N-1)(N^2-3N-2)} \frac{N^2-2}{N^3}$  // $\delta$: node threshold.
10: $\Delta = N \ast \delta$.  // $\Delta$: network threshold.
11: For each leader
12: Send Question MSG about leader to all.
13: Run Answer () as per nodes.
14: $d(i) \leftarrow \text{No MSG}+$,
15: $\lambda = \frac{d}{\bar{d}} \left(\frac{t}{\bar{d}} \gamma^{d-1}$,  // calculate cross talk rate of node.
16: $\theta = \left(\sum_{\forall v \notin \mathcal{N}t} d^2\right)^{-1}$  // $\theta$: avg degree of non-neighbor nodes.
17: If $\lambda > \delta$ then
18: Add leader to $MN$ set.
19: End If
20: End For
21: Until $\lambda \leq \delta$
22: For each leader
23: Run Algorithm 2.
24: End For
25: $\Lambda = \sum \lambda \mathcal{C}$  // calculate cross talk rate of network.
26: If $\Lambda > \Delta$ then
27: Risk for network.
28: End If

Function 1. Answer

01: If have a direct connection with other node then
02: Send MSG + to sender.
03: Else
04: Send MSG- to sender.
05: End If
**Algorithm 2.** Leader code

01: Send Cluster Information MSG to all nodes in cluster
02: For all nodes in cluster
03: Update information.
04: If a node is disconnected then
05: Add node to AN set.
06: End If
07: End For
08: Send Question MSG about all nodes to nodes in cluster.
09: Run Answer () as per nodes in cluster.
10: For each node in cluster:
11: \( d(i) \leftarrow \) No MSG +,
12: \( \lambda = \frac{d}{\theta} \sum_{v \notin N} d_v \) \( d-1 \) // calculate cross talk rate of node.
13: \( \theta = \left( \frac{\sum_{v \in N} d_v}{N} \right) \) \( -1 \) // \( \theta \): avg degree of non-neighbor nodes.
14: If \( \lambda > \delta \) then
15: Add leader to MN set.
16: End If
17: End For
18: \( \lambda_C = \sum_{v \in C} \lambda_v \). // Calculate cross talk rate of cluster

The next step is to update the information of nodes by the Supervisor. So every directory node sends a message to its members so called clustered information after the election of clusters directories (algorithm 2). Each node calculates the number of its safe connections in every iteration of this method. Connection Status of each member of the cluster is checked relative to the desired directory in each cluster. If the node is not connected to the directory, we introduce it as an isolated node (algorithm 2, lines 4-6).

The discovery phase begins on the first iteration after this process. But in the next iterations, it is necessary that the master node chooses a new directory for the cluster, if the directory node is a black hole node due to network changes (Algorithm 1, line 19). Each directory sends any messages to all members of its cluster in the early stages of discovery stage. The directory asks every node’s opinion about the other nodes network security with these messages (algorithm 2, line 8). Each normal node in the cluster is required to respond to it after receiving the message (function 1). Directory node has a number to as the security value of required node for each node at the end of each round of messages exchange.

Each directory node is able to detect the black hole node within the network having information of network nodes by comparing the value of cross talking of cluster nodes associated with the desired threshold value. Master node also identifies the directory nodes of the black hole by mentioned method.

Master node is able to identify the risk in the network after detecting the black hole nodes in the network by comparing the value of entire network cross talking with threshold limit of the network cross talking (algorithm 1, lines 23-25).
3. SIMULATION THEOREMS

Various artificial networks is intended as a small world, free scale with Barabasy-Albert algorithm and Erdush-Renay random graph as input. We have used the real data from the social network Face-book and the network graph Enron Email to final implementation and impact of attacks. Artificial graphs are connected, directionless, weightless and dynamic. Dynamism of a network is meant: always edges are added to the network and number removed from the network due to network attacks. 2012 MATLAB simulation environment and two random and targeted attacks have been used to attack the network.

3.1. Simulation results

In this section, we describe the function of cross talking rate with its variables. As you can see in Figure 1, cross talking rate also increases with increase of anode degree until it reaches a maximum value and then it begins to decline. Thus, when the degree of node increases, the likelihood of unsafe connection of the node also increases. As far as the number of nodes safe connections is more than unsafe connections. From now on, the number of safe connections will increase and cross talking rate decreases with the increase of node degree. The value of node cross talking rate is equal to zero in two modes. The first is when the node is isolated and is not dangerous to the network due to lack of any node. And the second mode occurs when the degree of a node is full, i.e. it has a safe connection to all network nodes.

![Figure 1](image.png)

**Figure 1**: cross talking rate changes of the node based on changes in the degree of that node

The degree of a node is not the only factor in the rate of cross talking. As we saw in equation (3), another factor will influence such as the degree of non-neighboring nodes. Node cross talking rate changes is shown in Figure 2 based on changes of total non-neighboring nodes degrees in the intended node to understand this concept. This factor also has a direct connection with cross talking rate of the same node of node degree.
In this article, some sentences have been used that ultimately lead to the loss of network edges and reduction of their number. Both figures 3 and 4 show the result of edge removal in order to study the impact of these attacks on Cross talking rate of the entire network. The result of repeated attacks to the intended graph shown in Figure 3 and this is shown as an average in Figure 4. As it is marked in both figures as well, the entire network failure rate increases to reach a maximum value by increasing the number of edges deleted. Then it starts to decline, this is when the graph is dismissed as far as the graph is completely discrete and network failure rate reaches zero.
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Figure 4: Mean impact of deleted edges on the network failure rate

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The cross talking is the tendency of two nodes for unwanted interaction impact on each other. We use the failure rate to gain the cross talking for each node. If the failure rate is higher than its threshold, the node is malicious. Black hole is a malicious node that causes the transformation of other existing nodes into one destructive node in the network as well. Network is at risk when the network failure rate exceeds the threshold value.

We have introduced a new method of detection with new criteria for identifying the black hole nodes in the network and benchmarked its performance quality in this article. At first, the concept of complex networks, sophisticated network attacks and challenges are described for more learning and better understanding the issue. Then the proposed method is investigated and we have provided the used criteria and the proposed detection algorithm and the results from simulation on artificial and natural graphs.

Erdush-Renay structured graph is most vulnerable against the attacks of the black hole, according to the obtained results. But the pace of algorithm implementation on this graph has been more than rest and it wastes the less time. Enron email natural network graph has a great strength and it is considered a powerful network structurally.
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